Circle the verb in each sentence, then identify the verb as either action or linking.

(1) The bridge [connects] the two buildings at the fourth floor. **linking**

(2) The printer is out of paper. _____

(3) Aaron invited me into his house. _____

(4) We need more gasoline in the car. _____

(5) The building appeared to be leaning to one side. _____

(6) The clothes in this pile are clean. _____

(7) The movie ended very late. _____

(8) I laid down on my bed with my dog, Spike. _____

(9) The nurse sang to the wounded soldier. _____

(10) The manual is on the top shelf. _____

(11) Your watch has a gorgeous leather strap. _____

(12) David loves driving. _____

(13) The door key broke off in the rusty old lock. _____

(14) Brian drives to the factory every morning. _____

(15) The big computer is very fast. _____

(16) I have three computers in my home. _____

(17) The cookies smelled delicious. _____

(18) Those gloves are very pretty. _____

(19) The cat’s fur feels very soft. _____

(20) The teacher seemed confused by the question. _____
Circle the verb in each sentence, then identify the verb as either action or linking.

(1) The bridge **connects** the two buildings at the fourth floor. **linking**
(11) Your watch **has** a gorgeous leather strap. **linking**

(2) The printer **is** out of paper. **linking**
(12) David **loves** driving. **linking**

(3) Aaron **invited** me into his house. **action**
(13) The door key **broke** off in the rusty old lock. **action**

(4) We **need** more gasoline in the car. **linking**
(14) Brian **drives** to the factory every morning. **action**

(5) The building **appeared** to be leaning to one side. **linking**
(15) The big computer **is** very fast. **linking**

(6) The clothes in this pile **are** clean. **linking**
(16) I **have** three computers in my home. **linking**

(7) The movie **ended** very late. **action**
(17) The cookies **smelled** delicious. **linking**

(8) I **laid** down on my bed with my dog, Spike. **action**
(18) Those gloves **are** very pretty. **linking**

(9) The nurse **sang** to the wounded soldier. **action**
(19) The cat’s fur **feels** very soft. **linking**

(10) The manual **is** on the top shelf. **linking**
(20) The teacher **seemed** confused by the question. **linking**
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